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Name Description

More The front camera and inside camera can seamlessly record up to 4K when used alone,
enabling clear capturing of license plates, road signs and inside passenger cabin. When set to
front and inside dual recording mode, the dash cam provides a 2.5k resolution front camera
and a 1080P inside camera. This dash camera is ideal for rideshare drivers who may need to
show proof of in-vehicle activity. Protects you from potential accidents and liability issues.
This dash camera for cars combines High-spec Sensor, F1.8 large aperture and 6-glass lens,
ensure the fidelity and clarity of image even in low light environment. 4 IR LED lights facing
the car cabin, which can accurately capture the driver and passengers even when the cabin is
completely dark, perfect for rideshare drivers such as Uber, Lyft and Taxi.
Front Camera has 150° with Cabin Camera 130° Angle. It can effectively increase the
shooting width, making it impossible for the bumper to hide; Carbin Camera can make the
driver observe the rear passengers, and the interior rearview mirror can also be used to
determine the distance between vehicles, assist with steering, and observe vehicles behind
during emergency braking.

When the memory card capacity of the dash cam is fully occupied, the loop recording
function of the dash cam will delete some videos that have been recorded for a long time to
obtain new capacity, and keep the loop recording function running to store new recorded
videos.

It can effectively identify moving people and objects, and is often used for parking
monitoring to effectively prevent scratches or scratches. Provide better care for the vehicle,
record the footage and store evidence in the recorder.

Model ZD68

SCREEN SIZE 2.0-inch IPS screen, 320*240

PALAIKYMAS Mobile phone languages are
supported:English,Russia,French,Spanish,Portuguese,German,Italian,Japanese,Chinese
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Name Description

ACCESSORIES 1* dash cam recorder
1* car charger
1* Suction cup holder
1* 100 cm long USB cable
1* External GPS
1* Installation tools (4 cable clips + 1 extraction tool)
1* User manual
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